GLOBAL CRASH, OR NEW SYSTEM
Spain’s mission impossible—restoring faith in banks
under EU bail-in regime
By Elisa Barwick

The government of Spain is pushing to expand its deposit guarantee, despite it being drastically underfunded
already. Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, supported by big banks, corporations and Spain’s Fund for Orderly Bank Restructuring, wants to expand the Deposit Guarantee Fund to cover unlimited deposits of institutions such
as local councils, large companies and small- to mediumsize enterprises (SMEs). Currently a maximum of €100,000
is guaranteed for all institutions, as for private citizens.
On the face of it this proposal sounds reasonable, even
good, but it is a move which would more firmly entrench
the European Union banking resolution framework, the
Bank for International Settlements’ Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD), as the model for “bail-in” to replace bailouts around the world. As well as in Spain, bailins—the expropriation of bonds, shares and other credits
to recapitalise collapsing banks—have been conducted in
Cyprus, Portugal, Austria, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands, Slovenia, the UK and on several occasions in Italy.
Spanish authorities claim the change would prevent
more bank crashes like that of Banco Popular, which collapsed last year. They blame the mass withdrawal of cash
by big corporations for the panic which concluded with the
rushed sale of Banco Popular to Banco Santander for €1 last
June. Over €14,250 million flowed out of the bank from
April through June 2017, 30 per cent of which was withdrawn by public institutions. Were the proposed guarantees
in place at that time, the argument goes, a more propitious
sale may have been arranged, and bond- and shareholders
may not have been wiped out. The suggestion is ironic because at the time the treatment of Banco Popular was hailed
as a major success for the bail-in regime, which until then
had for political reasons often been stymied or resulted in
partial bail-ins accompanied by bailouts.

Coverage of the “resolution” of Banco Popular in June 2017. Shares, junior
bonds and deposits over €100,000 were confiscated, but Spain’s deposit
guarantee fund was not invoked as the bank and its remaining assets were
absorbed by Santander. Former shareholders are now seeking compensation. Photo: Screenshot

According to Spanish financial daily Cinco Dias, the
changes being drafted in Spain would reassure large depositors that their money would not be wiped out to save
the banks. There’s a simpler way to do this—junk the bail-in
laws! The forest Spanish leaders are missing for the trees is
that it is the threat of bail-in hanging over the banks which
drove big business to withdraw its money. In November
2017 the same flawed logic was visible in a European Central Bank proposal to amend the BRRD to include a “preresolution moratorium tool” which would allow deposits in
banks considered “failing or likely to fail” to be frozen for

Backing for Australian deposit guarantee? Zero!

Australia’s Financial Claim Scheme (FCS) has even less
backing that Spain’s. The Bank for International Settlements’ Financial Stability Board (FSB) admitted in a 2011
Peer Review of Australia that “The limit of $20b per ADI
[Authorised Deposit-taking Institution] would not be sufficient to cover the protected deposits of any of the four
major banks”. The total deposits in the Big Four banks
alone are over $1.6 trillion, around $400 billion apiece.
In 2009 a meeting of Australia’s Council of Financial
Regulators revealed: “APRA noted that a pre-funded deposit insurance scheme in Australia would not be insurance in the true sense, as failure by one of the four largest institutions would be likely to exceed the scheme’s
resources.” In any case, Australia has not adopted a prefunded scheme.
Australia has made no provision for “ex ante” funding of the FCS. While the Labor Government in 2013 had
suggested a fund be built up to 0.5 per cent of protected
deposits over time, this decision, along with proposed
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bail-in powers for APRA, was put on hold pending the
findings of the 2014 Financial System Inquiry. The FSI
recommended the government stick with an “ex post”
funding model for the FCS, meaning the funds would be
recovered from the collapsed bank plus a levy on the
banking industry as a whole if required, after the FCS
were activated. The Inquiry’s report noted that its other
recommendations, including bail-in powers for APRA,
would reduce the risk of bank failures, and consequently the demands upon the FCS.
The FSB’s 2011 Peer Review also noted that some
banks will not be put through the process of liquidation
because they are deemed Too Big To Fail. All of this affirms the purpose of bail-in—which is to keep TBTF banks
afloat at all costs, with the people’s money. A bank in
resolution (i.e. undergoing bail-in) is technically not a
“failed” bank, and according to the FCS website, “The
FCS can only come into effect if it is activated by the Australian Government when an institution fails.”
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five days, repeatedly if necessary. The freeze would prevent
a run on the bank, providing bank regulators more time to
determine if an institution must be put into resolution, and
to begin the process if warranted.
Only trashing the BRRD and replacing it with GlassSteagall banking separation, thereby preventing banks engaging in the speculative activity which is driving their insolvency, would restore confidence in them. These banks
are collapsing for a reason. Banco Popular was riddled with
toxic real-estate debt, for instance, so only outlawing those
speculative practices (which are no doubt encouraged by
the regulators, as in Australia) addresses the actual problem.
Not funded
If it gets legs domestically, the Spanish plan would still
have to be approved by the EU authorities which administer

the BRRD. A 27 February Wolf Street article, “A New Cunning Plan to Allay Banking Jitters is Hatched in Spain”, reports that EU banking authorities have been refining bail-in
rules following the “quickfire resolution” of Banco Popular.
Whatever is decided, in reality the new proposal is a
pipe dream, as even the current scheme is drastically underfunded. According to data from the European Banking Authority, some European countries have set aside
only the equivalent of 0.1 per cent of the value of deposits covered by their deposit-guarantee schemes. Spain
holds 0.2 per cent. Under EU rules member states must
hold at least 0.8 per cent, generally raised by a levy on
banks. Spain’s available cash was a mere €1.6 billion at
the end of 2016 and is likely much less today. There is no
way it could guarantee deposits of major Spanish banks
like BBCA or Caixabank.

Democrats gutting Wall Street reform? Follow the money
By Pam Martens and Russ Martens, Wall Street On
Parade

5 Mar.—Today’s front page of the print edition
of the New York Times has articles on the Oscars,
the election in Italy, Ben Carson’s reign at HUD
[Housing and Urban Development] and the death
of an elderly Briton who once broke the four-minute mile among numerous other less than urgent
news pieces. What it does not have on its front page
is any headline showing concern that the seminal
piece of Wall Street reform legislation of the Obama
era, which already has enough loopholes to set off
champagne corks on K Street, may be dismantled
this week by a vote in the Senate. The move would
come in the midst of the 10th anniversary of the
greatest Wall Street collapse and economic catastrophe since the Great Depression, both of which
were underpinned by casino capitalism—Wall
Street banks making obscenely leveraged bets for
the house while holding Mom and Pop deposits.
This is now the new normal at the New York Times
with its editorial page editor declaring in December
at a staff meeting that the paper is “pro-capitalism”.
This is really code for “Wall Street is our home-town
IMF graphic, Systemic risk among Deutsche Bank and Global Systemically Imteam and we’re not going to bite the hand that feeds The
portant Banks. “The blue, purple and green nodes denote European, US and Asian
us”—even if it means intentionally rewriting the facts banks, respectively. The thickness of the arrows capture total linkages (both inward
on what actually caused the Wall Street crash.
and outward), and the arrow captures the direction of net spillover. The size of the
Instead of calling front page attention to the on- nodes reflects asset size.” Source: IMF
to savers on those deposits. By holding tens of trillions of
going critical threat to the nation’s financial system and prodollars in derivatives on their respective commercial bank
viding an in-depth analysis of how Wall Street has already
books, the mega banks are perceived as too-big-to-fail and
whittled down the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial reform legcan put a gun to the head of taxpayers for another bailout
islation by a thousand cuts, the Times buried its tepid artithe next time their risky bets fail. All of these tricks are efcle on page B1 under the headline: “Big Banks May Weakfectively public subsidies of a banking system gone mad.
en Dodd-Frank Oversight.”
The situation with the anticipated vote this week in the
Citigroup was the poster child of the 2008 financial
Senate is so critical that Senator Elizabeth Warren has recrash. It had loaded up on dodgy off-balance sheet “assets”,
leased a video about the threat on YouTube. Warren says in
lied about its subprime debt exposure, and then received
the video that the proposed legislation “takes about 25 of
the largest taxpayer bailout in US history. In December 2014
the 40 largest banks in this country and just moves them off
Congress allowed Citigroup to take a chain saw to Doddthe special watch list and treats them like they were tiny litFrank. Citigroup pushed through a measure in the musttle community banks that just couldn’t do any harm to the
pass spending bill to keep the government running that aleconomy.” Warren adds: “Those exact same 25 banks that
lowed it and the other biggest banks on Wall Street to keep
are being taken off the watch list got about US$50 billion
their riskiest assets—derivatives—in the commercial bankin taxpayer bailout money during the last crash.”
ing unit that is backstopped with FDIC deposit insurance.
The 25 banks would be removed from the watch list
The taxpayer-subsidised deposit insurance allows the mega
through changes to Dodd-Frank Section 401. At present,
banks to get a higher credit rating than they would otherwise receive while paying pathetically low interest rates
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